Additional information about this workshop including links to register and to apply for funding can be found on the webpage listed below. Encouraging the careers of women and minority mathematicians and scientists is an important component of IPAM's mission, and we welcome their applications. • Culminating Workshop at Lake Arrowhead Conference Center (by invitation only), December 7 -12, 2014.
• Culminating Workshop at Lake Arrowhead Conference Center (by invitation only), December 7 -12, 2014.
Long Program Schedule
Turbulent Transport and Mixing is concerned with the fundamental physics, mathematical modeling, analysis, and computation of the enhanced advection and diffusion of heat, mass, and momentum that often characterizes turbulence. Turbulent mixing is a familiar phenomenon but one which still presents many interesting open questions. For example, how can turbulent mixing of, say, passive scalars be quantitatively characterized? What aspects of turbulent diffusion can be rigorously deduced from the fundamental equations of motion? What are the most effective approaches to reduced and/or closed models of turbulent mixing? What are the primary computational challenges for fluid transport and mixing and, and how can insights from rigorous mathematical studies and experimental investigations aid numerical analysis and simulations? These are questions that will be addressed in this workshop. This workshop will include a poster session; a request for posters will be sent to registered participants in advance of the workshop.
